Good evening!

This speech is about the prolongation of Rosalie’s efforts overseas!

Rosalie Bertell has changed my life:

It happened in 2010, 2 ½ years ago. I had heard about a debate that the terrible earthquake in Haiti in January of the same year may eventually have been produced artificially. It was like a heavy shock for me. And as I had lived nearby in Central America and Venezuela for many years, having been to Haiti as well, I took the opportunity of an interview for an Austrian newspaper to make this debate known publicly. I hoped to reach the people in Haiti and to mobilize researchers to investigate into the case.

What happened in reality was the opposite: I doubt that the people in Haiti ever have heard about those rumors until today. And for several weeks I was fiercely attacked by the media, my Institute at the University and Internet blogs for being a conspiracy theorist, mentally ill, and demands to be thrown out of my position at the University of Innsbruck grew. I was even attacked in my private sphere where someone had tried to find materials—materials about Haiti. Why that, if nothing unnatural had happened there?

I emerged from this second shock when I got the support of the President of my University and a large international campaign of friends all over the world, who supported me publicly. At that time I had learned that I had to do the research myself – and so I found Rosalie!

She wrote me that indeed there has been a development of military technologies in the decades after world War II that are able to produce earthquakes and even more seemingly natural catastrophes, like hurricanes, floods, droughts, volcanic eruptions, changes in the sea-currents and in whole weather-systems, including the melt down of the Arctic! – They are using the knowledge of Nicola Tesla, famous, but officially neglected Serbo-Croatian inventor in the fields of electricity and electromagnetism during the 19th and 20th centuries.
Rosalie even told me that the Haitian case could very well have been an example for an artificially induced earthquake, because the heating of the ionosphere which is needed to produce the earthquake by sending strongly pulsed electromagnetic waves through our heaven and back to earth, leaves plasma-lights like auroras in the sky – and this happened near Haiti at the time shortly before the earthquake. But, she added, nobody can prove it, neither whether the light was directly related to the accident, nor who had caused it, as there are so many nations in East and West already able to use these technologies!

And she sent me her book: „Planet Earth. The Latest Weapon of War“, published in 2000, which has not been very well known internationally, because the publisher went bankrupt the same year. Maybe even some of you here do not know it yet! Indeed, I had heard about Rosalie and her book many years earlier and remembered it always in connection to international ecofeminism, but I had never seen it or her.

Now I held it in my hands. And I have to tell you that I needed weeks to read it, because it was so shocking, again, and I felt earthquakes happening in my body itself while reading it.

This way Rosalie threw me into a new world: the one of our blue Planet and Mother Earth as the large and friendly, beautiful and unique cosmic living being that is our only home in the Universe, and that – unbelievably – is actually undergoing torture and murder, abuse and rape – the largest ongoing Witch-Hunt and Matricide in history! And the perpetrators are attacking and using exactly this Blue of our Planet, the atmospheric layers around it that are protecting all life on it. Without this Blue, our atmosphere, which Wilhelm Reich called life-energy, “Orgon”, life would never have appeared on Earth! This Blue marks the difference to all other planets around and in the Universe, but they, the military and their scientists, are attacking it, using it for their experiments and doing away with it, even before they have found out how it really works and how it is related to the whole of the earth’s body ...Rosalie called it the possible Omnicide we are approaching if these activities cannot be stopped...

Who could have thought of such things happening before our eyes, but we being blind; happening since decades, but none of us knowing it; happening as a so called change of the eco-system or even a sudden development of our Planet to the allegedly higher, the more spiritual, the more divine! - But nobody recognizing it as the eventual result of a mega-crime of those really in power on this planet! The sciences have taught us for centuries not to see and feel and think anything, so that they can do whatever they want without having to fear an uprising of us, the people, the children and enthusiastic friends of our Mother Earth – that we, however, aren’t any more! We have abandoned our cosmic mother, instead!

Rosalie had the strength and the courage to look at all this as closely as possible, and she was bold enough to analyze it as a method that turns our Mother Earth into a weapon of
war and of mass destruction of us, life and herself as a planet. What a perversion! Rosalie went through all this with the clarity and sharpness of her mind and with the flame of love for life, for us and for our Mother Earth burning in her heart!

Rosalie has infected me! She has reflected on me my own intent to clarify our thinking, now even in fields so alien like the military sciences, and to rely on our love, this enormous capacity that gives us the strength to do much more than we are supposed to, and that gives us the vision we need to do it. Loving means to be able to do things that have nothing in common with egoism – as love is the big power that keeps everything on Earth related, united, alive and bonded. Love is the real and only anti-power against those who want to transform our world into a mega-machine under their control, and who do not hesitate to destroy it on their way! I have called this project „military – alchemy“, because it is obviously part of the intent to transform everything on earth into its opposite, a utopia which we call „patriarchy“. Rosalie was enthusiastic about this concept of military alchemy that relates to our paradigm of the „Critical Theory of Patriarchy“, as we call it. She even wanted to take „Military Alchemy“ as the title of her book´s new edition. Maybe we should really take it!

The three shocks I went through were a „Calling“. Something called upon me, it took me and shook me, it made me suffer, it made me ill, desperate and so terribly sad! I went through hell, again and again... This something told me: You are the one. You have to do it. You have to start a movement to protect the earth! And I got it: I became healthy, I became furious, I became strong: I said: YES! I am here, I am doing it, whatever it means for my further life.

At a spiritual-political women´s Congress in 2010 in Germany with about 600 participants from around the world I proposed the foundation of the „Planetary Movement for Mother Earth“. And most of the women were enthusiastic about it. So we founded it. And we started to inform the public and our members with our website (www.pbme-online.org) and Information Letters, always in three languages, 6 until today, and we did the most important thing: We gathered the money, found a very good translator and translated Rosalie´s Planet Earth into German, including her latest findings from the year 2000 to 2011, and including contributions from eco-feminist Vandana Shiva, India, from ethicist Clive Hamilton, Australia, from a German lawyer, specialist in ecology, and a German activist against Chemtrails. We even managed to publish this book, title in German „Kriegswaffe Planet Erde“, 500 pages, all included, 5000 copies 1st edition, at a reasonable price, but with a horrible publisher. All the other publishers said: No. This is beyond our program, this is feminist, this is conspiracy theory. It was a battle we had to fight into every direction. But we made it. Nobody could finally prevent the book from appearing in Germany. And Rosalie had wanted it so much, as so many German scientists, like Wernher von Braun who had later been adopted by NASA, have contributed to develop the new
weapons, first nuclear ones, then these energy weapons which use the earth’s magnetic fields and electromagnetic waves in order to be able to destroy the earth and us wherever they want it...

The military, says Rosalie, is at least 50 years ahead, and it never uses the weapons of the last war in a new one. And this new, secret war has already begun, without having been declared and recognized. People all over the world are living with it and dying through it already....

It can be seen in a climate change that has very little to do with greenhouse gas CO2; in the new allegedly “civil” geo-engineering, behind which stands the military and corporate capital; in weather wars, “Chemtrails”, plasma weapons; in the enormous growth in number and size of seemingly natural catastrophes, and in the Arctic meltdown which is occurring since the 70ies using Extreme Low Frequency, ELF-EM waves; it is to be seen in Ozone holes as produced by more than 2.000 nuclear tests that were launched against this Planet, by rockets and supersonic flights which left “holes” in the sky, and by “ionospheric heating” – all of them producing holes that let cosmic rays which are detrimental for life come down to earth; it is to be seen in very bad harvests and the dying of plants, as in the desertification of always more regions; it is to be seen in the weakening of the Van Allen belts, the magnetic fields around the earth...! Already in 1977 – 35 years ago – the UN in her ENMOD Convention tried to forbid the technologies which could be responsible for these damages, and it repeated its warning relating to geo-engineering in Nagoya, Japan in 2010. It seems that nobody is taking them seriously!

Rosalie had hoped that an International Court for Crimes against the Environment could be founded. But who really cares? She had hoped that the military, patriarchy and capitalism could even be abolished! But today it does not look like that, on the contrary. Rosalie had hoped that a large civil movement would emerge in order to save Mother Earth, but it didn’t. She said: Men are not going to save the Planet. And where are the women? There are women like Sandra Perlingieri, Leuren Moret, Rauni Kilde, Vandana Shiva – the “Rachel Carsons” of today. But the women in general are absent like the social movements Rosalie wished to see. Most of the existing movements are split, they are sometimes corrupt, they are trying to get to power in order to participate in the system instead of leaving it, and therefore they are weak, spiritually weak. They did not get it yet! They still think they can live and survive without bothering about Mother Earth!

We are happy and proud that Rosalie experienced the German edition of her book before she passed. Her former book for which she got the Right Livelihood Award: „No Immediate Danger? The Future of a Radioactive Earth“ appeared in German as well (in 1987). The nuclear dangers were her main and lifelong topic! And only later in her life she – as one of the first scientists – discovered that post-nuclear weaponry has been developed at the same time. Especially in view of the Fukushima catastrophe in 2011 which is several
hundreds or even thousand times larger than that of Chernobyl (!), both of Rosalie’s books have to be read and analyzed again. We will need it when the results of the Fukushima disaster, which has probably also not been simply a natural catastrophe, can no longer be swept under the carpet.

We know that Rosalie was working on a second edition of “Planet Earth” in English. Together with her book on nuclear dangers it is going to be the eye opener for many people in the whole world and for many years to come. We, therefore, are now calling the two publishers she was in contact with, one in the US and one here in Canada. We do not know who you are! Please contact us so that we can finish what Rosalie had started! There is not much more to do!

And finally we have begun with a Spanish translation for which we still need support and money. In the meantime we have found a Mexican publisher. We want that indigenous peoples of the “Pachamama”-movements in Latin America can read it. So, when the people in Mexico knew about the harm that is done to our Pachamama, they started to cry! Imagine the difference to the reaction of people in Germany who started to shout at us, instead. This is development!

I met Rosalie personally in Bonn, Germany, in September 2010, when the Right Livelihood Award had its 30th anniversary. I will never forget how she looked at me with eyes radiant like black diamonds! We had already become friends. This is because we are acting out of the same motive: The war against life must end, the ongoing destruction has to be stopped, the risk of damaging the whole Planet and our general living conditions must not be allowed – and worldwide so!

We stand up for Mother Earth!

Rosalie: we miss you, Rosalie: we need you! We want to be your heirs! We promise: Your work will be continued. For this I feel responsible. So we are just now preparing a documentary about your life and work!

Thank you, Grey Nuns of the Sacred Heart, thank you, members of the International Institute of Concern for Public Health! Without you and your love and support Rosalie would not have been able to do all the incredible things she did!
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